I. Report Date: September 22, 2021

II. Name of Committee/Special Officer/Editor: Emerging Technologies and Services Committee (ETSC)

III. Committee Members: Amy Jackson (chair), Beth Thompson, Ellwood Colahan, Tiffany Gillaspy, Christopher Schiff, Kathy Essmiller, Stephen Henry (ex officio) (all members have taken the implicit bias training)

IV. Board Action Required:

Review and approval of the ETSC TechHub survey:
https://udenver.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_cC83yeOwSq6CIku

This survey will inform programming of the 2022 TechHub event at the MLA Annual Conference. It will be distributed through the MLA listserv in the fall of 2021.

V. Brief Summary of Activities

- Current projects
  - MLA conference presentation proposal (accepted) by Nobue Matsuoka, Amanda Steadman, Dom Bortruex: “Collections Amplifying Diverse Voices: Using Primo Collections to Support DEI in Music Performance and Research”
- 2021 ETSC survey: ETSC members are developing a survey of technology interests of the MLA membership to help determine programming at TechHub 2022. This survey is pending board approval and will be distributed via the MLA listserv.
- TechHub 2022: ETSC will host TechHub at the 2022 annual meeting with topics identified from the 2021 ETSC survey and other current trends. Discussions are underway with the Program Chair to determine options for in-person and remote participants.
- Other initiatives to support emerging technologies and services education: ETSC is investigating additional options for educational activities, including webinars with the Education Committee, an ETSC blog, and a Wiki Scholars course.